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DOSSIER  /  Retail, Hong Kong

Good Design Study 
Text  /  Catherine Shaw       Images  /  Simon J Nicol

Creating innovative retail interiors is always part art, 
part science, but when space is severely limited 
it is even more important to get the balance 

right. �e Good Design Store at Hong Kong’s PMQ o�ers 
a masterclass in striking the perfect mix of quiet e�ciency 
and maximum style while retaining a distinctive Japanese 
experience, making the tiny 27-square-metre store one of our 
favourite spots in the city.

�e store, designed by Hong Kong-based General Store 
Ltd, re�ects a unique design brief that follows the Japanese 
aesthetic of wabi sabi, a complex traditional design 
philosophy that embraces imperfection with unpretentious 
rustic elegance.

‘It was about preserving the essence of the historical building 
rather than covering the space in non-related materials,’ 
explains GDS manager Junko Gennami. ‘It was important 
from the very start of thinking about the space that our 
creative process proceeded in a Japanese way.’

General Store designer Shelly Hayashi says that with so 
many di�erent products to display, the shop’s compact 
size and rectangular shape represented the greatest design 
challenge. Products on show range from Japanese designer 
Naoto Fukasawa’s large sculptural Bent Glass Bench and 
Issey Miyake’s origami-inspired IN-EI lamps for Artimede 
to smaller items such as scissors by Hayashi Cutlery and 
digital watches by Casio.

�e design solution was to allocate su�cient space around 
each product while making the space feel light and inviting. 
‘We wanted to create a space that would complement and 
focus on the products and not necessarily the space or design,’ 
says Hayashi.

In practice this meant concrete walls and �oors retained in 
their raw unpolished state, with the addition of light toned 
wood and white �xtures creating a subtle contradiction 
between the products  — that are perfect — and the space — 
that is imperfect. �e design took about a month to �nalise 
and the �t-out about a week to complete.

To ensure a smooth �ow of visitors through the relatively 
con�ned space, the designers created distinct areas dedicated to 
speci�c groups of products, carefully calculating how customers 
would use the space without it becoming overcrowded in one 
area or creating a bottleneck for movement around the rest of 
the shop.
 
Keeping every corner of the small space uncluttered, light and 
airy was also critical. Here the designers employed a blend of 
modern lighting, adding products like mirrors and lamps to 
avoid dark spaces or corners that can make a space feel smaller. 
Vertical placement of products instead of simple horizontal 
shelving also helped to create a more sophisticated ‘�oating’ 
look for the space.

Although one of the design brief ’s objectives was to project a 
subtly Japanese aesthetic — important given that the store sells 
products that have received the Good Design Award, Japan’s 
highest design accolade — it was considered equally important 
that the space did not become a literal translation of the brand. 

Bestselling items include the ‘Hope Forever Blossoming’ vase 
by D-BROS, an intriguing �at-pack plastic vase, and Ohashi 
Ryoki’s modern interpretation of the Masu box, a traditional 
hinoki wood box used as a measuring cup. 

‘�ese products are individually a perfect aesthetic in 
themselves; however, when displayed in a suitably neutral area 
they become automatically harmonised with the space itself, 
almost like magic,’ explains Gennami. 

‘Nowadays people can a�ord to buy the same product from 
many di�erent places, so you need to consider why people 
would wish to come and buy at your store,’ she adds.  

‘�ey are seeking a good experience, and so design must �t 
with hospitality and service for any business. We consider this 
to be a sixth sense: asking ourselves about what constitutes a 
comfortable life. Design and creativity are subjective matters, 
so if you enjoy the process it will be re�ected in the product 
and space that you create.’
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DOSSIER / Creative Space, Hong Kong

Metamorphosis 
Images  /  Courtesy of LEAD

Hong Kong’s former industrial districts are poised 
for transformation akin to that widespread in New 
York’s SOHO and London’s Shoreditch over the 

last few decades — though are not yet threatened by the 
residential gentri�cation that besieges the former. �e same 
dynamics are at play in each — large studio spaces at rock-
bottom rental rates appeal to a creative class that moves in 
and brings its distinctively hip cultural scene. 

In Hong Kong’s case, these former industrial spaces, many 
of which have been abandoned, left empty, or simply 
underutilised, have the potential to transform the creative and 
cultural landscape of Hong Kong. Kristof Crolla, a founding 
partner of Hong Kong-based architectural practice LEAD, 
sees the potential: ‘�ere’s an opportunity to do something 
with them that’s not happening right now.’

A few visionaries have recently begun renovating and 
recon�guring spaces all over the city into multipurpose 
platforms for public engagement with the arts. One such space 
belongs to WING, a new contemporary dance organisation, 
whose headquarters are located in the upper-level loft of an 
industrial building overlooking the Chai Wan waterfront.

Belgian expatriate Leslie Van Eyck says she founded WING 
because ‘I had the desire to create a platform for performance 
in Hong Kong, an organisation that can host small-scale 
performances and other related events. �e focus is mainly 
on the crossover between dance and visual art or theatre. You 
could call it hybrid forms of art present in both visual art 
and performing arts. Although there’s an increasing mutual 
interest, both scenes tend be separate worlds in terms of 
presentation, funding, venues, public and communication. 
In WING we have a space where both can meet and where 
artists can experiment with those di�erent media.’

Van Eyck commissioned LEAD to redesign the substantial 
space — a full 450 square metres including the loft, terrace 
and rooftop — to allow for three individual and unique 
functions: o�ce space, performance venues and living 
quarters for a future artists-in-residence programme. To 
accommodate such varied requirements, LEAD needed 
to create what Crolla calls a ‘hyper-�exible’ plan,  one he 
compares to solving a complex puzzle. A key element in 
designing for such �exibility is the clever con�guration of 
space combined with extensive use of folding and sliding 
interior partitions, making each ‘room’ entirely versatile.

In this case, form does not necessarily trail function. A ten-
metre-long movable wall is the central feature, separating  
a performance area from the annex where  four individual 
o�ces (or space for the artists in residence) are housed; 
the wall, with the aid of more sliding doors, can be further 
transformed into one large o�ce area. �e unusual design 
of the partition itself, Crolla says, was intended to ‘create 
an ambience that re�ected dynamic motion and the 
function of the space’. Working with specialist contractors, 
several colours of wood laminate were layered over a semi-
transparent layer  before a V-shaped drill bit was used to 
literally cut out a distinctive pattern. �e cumulative e�ect 
is akin to that of a shoji screen. 

‘We wanted to create a space that can function on di�erent 
levels and at di�erent times, inside and outside,’ says Van 
Eyck. ‘It’s a place that can fold and unfold, with very 
intimate versus completely open spaces — parallel to the 
needs of the users and all kinds of di�erent events such 
as performance and screenings, open spaces to meet, 
with connection between outside and inside space and at 
di�erent times — day or night, summer or winter.’

�e terrace at dusk, overlooking the eastern part of Victoria Harbour. Image by Dennis Lo

An aerial view of the industrial lo� space that houses WING. Image by Ramon van der Heijden



Facing page: Four views of the movable partition wall that helps to separate various ‘wings’ of the large lo� space. �e abstract design 
created by LEAD represents the type of contemporary dance and movement that will be hosted in the space. Images by Dennis Lo

�is page: Axonometric plan views of the space with partitions open (top) or closed (bottom)



Looking into the o�ce spaces as individual 
sections or one open space. Images by Dennis Lo

A brushed brass feature wall wraps around the face of the kitchen and becomes the back wall of a library space. Image by Dennis Lo
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